THE WORLD’S MOST CERTIFIED TRACKS

REKORTAN® BSS

BASE MAT

BUDGET FRIENDLY. REGIONAL STADIUMS, SCHOOLS, COMMUNITY & MULTIPURPOSE. FORCE REDUCTION.

THE WORLD’S ONLY SMART SURFACE. Ask for SMART. Available exclusively from Rekortan.
BUDGET FRIENDLY WITH FORCE REDUCTION.

This 13mm impermeable, budget conscious system features an encapsulated wear layer and sealed paved-in-place base layer.

WEAR LAYER
Textured structural polyurethane binds rubber for enhanced longevity

SEAL LAYER
Seal layer to protect against water intrusion

BASE LAYER
Paved rubber and polyurethane basemat delivers force reduction and ensures planarity for predictable footing

HIGHLIGHTS
- World Athletics Certified System
- Impermeable basemat structural coat system
- High energy return
- Budget friendly
- Top wear layer is encapsulated, which binds rubber (no shedding), spike resistant, enhanced longevity

COLORS
Additional & Special Colors are available on request.

- Red
- Black
- Rainbow Blue
- Berlin/Hertha Blue
- Signal Green
- Charcoal
- Steel Blue

CERTIFICATION & TEST REPORTS
- WORLD ATHLETICS
- ASTM F2157
- EN 14877

FOR MORE INFORMATION: WEB: www.rekortan.com EMAIL: info@rekortan.com